To investigate how the Earth is changing globally – sea level rise is
just one example – we need better global coordinate systems and
better measurements of the Earth’s rotation.
The most important tecnique for achieving this is called geodetic
VLBI (very long baseline interferometry).
The Onsala Twin Telescope is part of the next generation of the
international network for geodetic VLBI. This network will provide
scientists with unprecedentedly precise measurements, a factor of
ten better than is possible today.

Onsala Space Observatory

Onsala Twin Telescope

More information:

Onsala Space Observatory
www.chalmers.se/rss/oso
International VLBI Service for Geodesy and Astrometry (IVS)
www.ivscc.gsfc.nasa.gov
International Earth Rotation and Reference System Service (IERS)
www.iers.org
Global Geodetic Observing System (GGOS)
www.ggos.org
European VLBI Group for Geodesy and Astrometry (EVGA)
www.evga.org

Onsala Twin Telescope at Onsala Space Observatory is
financed by the Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation.

Onsala Space Observatory
Chalmers University of Technology
SE-439 92 Onsala, Sweden
www.chalmers.se

High-accuracy Earth science

Measuring the Earth’s movements
with radio telescopes
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Onsala’s 20-metre radio telescope has carried
out geodetic measurements since 1980.

Part of the global network: radio
telescope in Tsukuba, Japan.

How it works
Global network. The Twin Telescope is part of a network of radio telescopes all over the world.
Distant galaxies. Telescopes in different
places collect radio waves from the same
distant sources. Each day as many
sources as possible are observed.
Accurate positions. The radio
signals detected by different
telescopes are compared. These
measurements are then used to
determine the telescopes’ positions relative to each other – with
millimetre precision.
Double advantage. Having a
twin telescope means we can observe continuously. The telescopes
take turns: while one observes, the other
moves to the next target.

Why we need it
A firm foundation for studying the Earth.
Scientists use radio telescopes here and radio
sources in the universe together to combine
coordinate systems in space and on
Earth. The technique is called geodetic VLBI (very long baseline
interferometry).
Coordinate systems – and
the Earth’s movements.
We need geodetic VLBI to
maintain the terrestrial and
celestial coordinate systems
that scientists use to understand
our planet. It also tells us how the
Earth’s rotation axis and rotation
Measurements made with today’s radio telescope
speed changes.
network show how the Earth’s tectonic plates are
moving.

